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Hassan And Aneesa Go To Masjid Hassan Aneesa
Eid al-Fitr is here and Hassan and Aneesa are helping to decorate their house before
the celebrations begin. On Eid they will wake early to wash before performing a special
prayer outside. After the prayer, it is time to celebrate with friends and family. The
Hassan and Aneesa series is designed to introduce young children to a range of
Muslim places. They are colourfully designed and simply written and will guide children
through a range of new experiences.
It's the first day of Ramadan, and George is celebrating with his friend Kareem and his
family. George helps Kareem with his first fast and joins in the evening celebration of
tasting treats and enjoying a special meal. Then, George helps make gift baskets to
donate to the needy, and watches for the crescent moon with the man in the yellow hat.
Finally George joins in the Eid festivities to mark the end of his very first Ramadan. This
playful tabbed board book, with a foil-stamped cover, makes a great holiday gift for all
fans of Curious George—those who celebrate Ramadan, and those who are learning
about it for the first time!
Introduces young children to a mosque and everything inside that makes it a special
sacred place.
Hassan and Aneesa are going to madrasa. At madrasa they will meet new friends and
learn about Islam. Follow them as they get ready and go, for the first time, to madrasa.
The Hassan and Aneesa series is designed to introduce young children to a range of
Muslim places and events. They are colourfully designed, simply written and based in a
Western context guiding children through a range of new experiences. Introduces
young children to a madrasa, Islamic school, and what to expect inside.
Young readers can learn about Eid, a religious holiday celebrated by Muslim families
every year, as well as the Hajj pilgrimage, when Muslims travel back to Mecca for the
Eid, in this picture book about Muslim culture and traditions written by Dr. Asma MobinUddin and illustrated by Laura Jacobsen. This Eid, Aneesa should be happy. But, her
parents are thousands of miles away for the Hajj pilgrimage. To cheer her up, her Nonni
gives her a gift of beautiful clothes, one outfit for each of the three days of Eid. At the
prayer hall, Aneesa meets two sisters who are dressed in ill-fitting clothes for the
holiday. She soon discovers that the girls are refugees – they had to leave everything
behind when they left their native country to live in America. Aneesa, who can't stop
thinking about what Eid must be like for them, comes up with a plan – a plan to help
make it the best Eid holiday ever. School Library Journal says: "[A] beautifully
composed story. . . . This is a welcome contribution, giving much-needed visibility to a
celebration observed by over ten million people in North America." And Library Media
Connection says: "After reading this book, children will have a greater appreciation for
the Muslim culture and will have no problem realizing that love is an action word."
Inside this board book toddlers and young children will find out about the Qur’an’s
beautiful teachings: to care for all creation; to respect the books of God; to be good to
one another; and to believe in Allah, the Creator. Stunning illustrations, full of color,
bring the pages to life and the carefully written text is simple, easy to understand, and
suitable to be read aloud. It also features some facts about the Qur’an and common
questions children might ask, such as: what does the word “Qur’an” actually mean?
Sara Khan is a writer, translator, and PhD candidate based in the UK. This is her first
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book. Alison Lodge is a children’s illustrator based in North Wales, UK.
Ramadan is about to begin. Find out all about the Muslim holy month with Hassan and
Aneesa. It is the night before Ramadan and Hassan and Aneesa are excited for it to
begin. In Ramadan they will read the Qur'an, give charity, share food with neighbours
and try to fast. Follow them on the first day of Ramadan and find out why Hassan and
Aneesa love it when the Muslim holy month arrives.

Ramadan, the month of fasting, Doesn't begin all at once. It begins with a
whisper And a prayer And a wish. Muslims all over the world celebrate Ramadan
and the joyful days of Eid-ul-Fitr at the end of the month of fasting as the most
special time of year. This lyrical and inspiring picture book captures the wonder
and joy of this great annual event, from the perspective of a child. Accompanied
by Iranian inspired illustrations, the story follows the waxing of the moon from the
first new crescent to full moon and waning until Eid is heralded by the first
sighting of the second new moon. Written and illustrated by Muslims, this is a
book for all children who celebrate Ramadan and those in the wider communities
who want to understand why this is such a special experience for Muslims.
This is a collection of two hundred ahadith (sayings of the Prophet Muhammad)
taken from authentic sources. The book is thematically arranged in twenty-nine
short chapters to cover essential Islamic teachings on faith, religious practices,
morals and manners, character, and conduct. Aimed at children and young
people from the age of ten onwards, this book also forms a suitable general
introduction to the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad for people of other faiths
and those new to Islam. A colorful presentation with images, Arabic narration,
and English translation.
Sophia wants to fast for Ramadan this year. Her grandma tells her that fasting
helps make a person sparkly—and Sophia loves sparkles. But when her attempt
at fasting fails, Sophia must find another way to participate. This lovely
multigenerational family story explores the many ways to take part in the
Ramadan holiday.
Little Critter gets lost at the mall! Thankfully, with help from a friendly security
guard, he finds Mom again! Oh, no! Little Critter gets lost at the mall! What will he
do? With help from a friendly security guard, Little Critter finds his Mom and also
learns an important lesson. Children ages three to seven will enjoy this full-color
storybook, first published in 1994. It’s a great way to remind little ones to stay
close in a crowd!
Hassan and Aneesa's cousin wants to get married. The families are excited and
eager to help her find a good match. The couple will need to meet, and do salatulistikharah before they decide. Join Hassan and Aneesa as they help the couple
with the preparations for the wedding. Even the family cat is involved!
What happens when you take from where there's more and give to where there's
less? While visiting friends Yasmina and Amir, Peg and Cat learn some
surprising things about a holiday tradition. It's Eid al-Adha, a very special holiday
for Yasmina and Amir, who invite their friends Peg and Cat to check it out. After
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they all rock out with some singing, it's time to head to the celebration, where
there's so much food waiting! Amir explains that an important part of celebrating
Eid al-Adha is dividing the meat into three equal parts, one third to be shared with
someone who has less. But with all three bowls of meatballs holding different
amounts, they've got a BIG PROBLEM! Thanks to a balancing scale, a trip to a
soup kitchen, and an unexpected visit to a housebound neighbor, Peg and Cat
learn all about the concept of taking from where there's more and giving to where
there's less. Even Cat discovers how awesome giving can be. Eid Mubarak!
Learn all about the traditions of Ramadan with this first book in the brand-new
board book series Celebrate the World, which highlights celebrations across the
globe. In the ninth month of the year, when the first crescent moon rises in the
sky, it’s time to celebrate Ramadan! In this lovely board book with illustrations
from Rashin Kheiriyeh, readers learn that Ramadan is a time to reflect on
ourselves, to be thankful, and a time to help others.
"We wait for the moon. We watch for the moon. We watch for the Ramadan moon. We give to
the poor, and read Qur'an, under the moon. We live our faith, until next year under the moon,
under the moon, under the Ramadan moon." Ramadan is one of the most special months of
the Islamic year, when Muslims pray, fast, and help those in need. The lyrical story, with
luminous illustrations, serves as an introduction to Ramadan—a time for reflection and ritual
with family and friends. A detailed note about Ramadan is included.
The gospel according to hip hop. Yeah, that's a thing. Christian ideas often show up in hip hop
music. Biblical themes and even Jesus Himself appear in the lyrics. But beneath all the Godtalk, can a true gospel message be found? Pastor D. A. Horton (aka hip hop artist Azriel) says
yes. And he wants you to know the gospel message is deep . . . powerful . . . theological . . .
and surprisingly simple to comprehend. It all comes down to: God's design Our downfall God's
demonstration Our decision Are You Good With God? is a book of giant truths written in the
raw and rhythmic style of hip hop. The poetry of the streets will energize you with the dynamic
power of Scripture. Like every other global language, hip hop speaks to the human heart with
truths that really matter. So if hip hop is your mother tongue, why not listen to what God is
saying to you?
A wise old owl teaches a group of animals about the wonders of God's creation, focusing on
the beauty of equality, uniqueness and cohesion. Get engrossed among the animals and you
too can learn about creation.
If you have a child who likes race cars, then this book should go in his collection. Aside from
beautiful pictures, the book also contains information explaining how cars work. By combining
design with facts, we create a book that will feed the brain with facts and pictures. So what are
you waiting for? Secure a copy of this car book for kids!
A boy observes the Muslim holy month of Ramadan with his family.
The newest biography for children and young adults of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, designed
to be read over the month of Ramadan.
Festival of Sacrifice, or Eid al-Adha, is the most important religious festival of the year. This
illustrated booklet will explain to your child the traditions of this holiday, how we celebrate it,
where it comes from and what we remember on this day. Inside you will find a lot more
information about Hajj, Mecca, The Ka'aba, Prophet Abraham, Muslim customs and more.
Your child, from this book, will learn a lesson about kindness to others, but also learn how to
spend time well during this holiday. Finally, a simple test is prepared about the contents of this
book. Thanks to these questions, the child will consolidate his knowledge about Eid. This book
will be a fun time with your child and you can refer back to it many times. You don't risk
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anything by buying this book because it is approved by children and if you don't like it, you can
return it, it's your right. Get ready together for Eid al-Adha! Eid Mubarak !
Winner of the Unpublished Muslim Writer's Award 2011. She wrapped her arms around me
and said, "Nur! I know. I don't want to go. But all I can do is keep trusting in Allah. Nur, I will
always be with you! My love and advice will always be with you to guide you in the right
direction." She patted my heart. "They are forever sealed inside this little place." Writing on the
pages of her journal, Nur, a teenage girl in Canada, charts the onset and advance of her
mother's cancer. Nur watches her mother's body begin to shrink and her mood begin to
darken. And when family and friends begin to encroach, Nur must face the prospect of her
mother's looming death. Nur bears the crushing loss and finds her adolescent life more
demanding and complex. But with the legacy of her mother's love, her family's support, and the
guidance of her faith, she manages to overcome the searing pain and use her newfound
strength to bring joy to the lives of others, showing them that after death wings can expand.
Mehded Maryam Sinclair is a professional storyteller with twenty-five years of experience. Her
career as a touring and teaching artist began with Vermont Council. She lived in Turkey for ten
years, teaching language and storytelling, and now resides in Amman, Jordan. Mehded is the
author of two picture books, Miraculous Happenings in the Year of the Elephant and A Trust of
Treasures (both published by Kube Publishing, Ltd).
In this multicultural and educational series from Bollywood Groove, join Maya, Neel and their
pet squirrel, Chintu, as they visit a Muslim family in India to celebrate Ramadan & Eid! Kids will
learn about history, food, language and cultural elements of Ramadan & Eid... all while making
two new best friends!
Hassan and Aneesa are going to the masjid. At the masjid they will make wudu, visit the prayer
hall, listen to the adhan, and perform a prayer. Follow them as they explore the masjid and see
a mihrab, mimbar, dome and minaret; prepare to pray; and learn some general manners to
observe inside.
Join little Maymunah in the book series, "Maymunah's Musings," on her many quests as she
gets to know Allah, subhanahu wa ta'ala, through His names and attributes! In the second
book of the series, "What Did Allah Create For Me," Maymunah and her brother, Malik, are
visiting family for their fun-filled annual Cousins' Week. Maymunah is mesmerized by Allah's
wonderful creation on this camping trip, but there's one thing troubling her: what's wrong with
Malik? Why isn't he enjoying cousins' week as much as she is? Find out what happens in
"What Did Allah Create For Me?"
You're a big kid now so you should know. Big kids use the potty when they need to go.
Muslims, big or small, must wash properly after they poo or pee. Rhyme along and you'll learn
and see! This book, written in rhyme, serves as a gentle and fun introduction to potty training
and Islamic toilet etiquette for little Muslims and Muslimahs. It aims to introduce and normalize
"Muslim potty training," which includes istinja, to your child. Istinja is the act of cleaning oneself
with water and then wiping oneself dry after using the bathroom. Muslims do this to keep
themselves physically and spiritually clean and pure or in a state of Tahara.
Describes how Muslim girls can cover their hair and dress modestly anywhere while traveling,
playing, and going about their daily activities. On board pages.
Have you ever wondered what the Prophet Muhammad believed before he became a prophet,
why he is so important, or why he is praised so often? You might wonder how he treated
animals and children or if he performed miracles. All of these questions, and many more, are
explored inside. Ozkan Oze was born in Turkey in 1974. While at high school, he started
working at Zafer Magazine’s editorial office in Istanbul and discovered his love of literature and
books. Since then he has gone on to become the editor of Zafer Publications Group.

In simple rhyming text a young Muslim girl and her family guide the reader
through the traditions and colors of Islam. Full color.
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Presents a selection of du'åa (supplications) in Arabic that are used by Muslims
in everyday life, along with a glossary providing meanings.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and text highlighting
for an engaging read aloud experience! For Muslims, Ramadan is a time for
fasting, prayer, and thinking of others. Rashad tries to be good all month. When
it's time for Eid al-Fitr, he feasts and plays! Find out how people celebrate this
special time of year.
Tomorrow is Eid al-Fitr and Hassan and Aneesa are looking forward to a day of
festivities with family and friends.
Introduce Ramadan and the Muslim fast to children with this fun sticker, activity
book.
Learning the Holy Quran while reciting it and understanding it is mandatory for
every Muslim household and a heavy weight on our shoulders as parents. Every
parent must instill interest and love for the Holy Quran among their children at an
early age, so they can grow up with an Islamic mindset and lifestyle. The Holy
Quran is the verbatim word of Allah, and every household should set a time daily
to develop and grow their connection and their children's connection to these
Words to nourish their souls. Just like our physical bodies need food and water to
survive, our souls need the Holy Quran and the remembrance of how Allah to
enrich, nourish, and give life to our soul. Getting to Know and Love the Holy
Quran. This children's book introduces the Holy Quran to your children in an
easy, fun, and educational way. The goal of this book is to teach your children
the basics they need to know about the Holy Quran and express the importance
of learning it, so it can spark their interest in developing a strong love and bond
for the Holy Quran.
The Cultural Holidays illustrated nonfiction book Ramadan teaches young
readers about the background, traditions, foods, and celebrations of the Islamic
holiday. Easy-to-read text combines with colorful illustrations to provide
entertainment and facts for even the youngest audience. Looking Glass Library is
an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO Group. Grades P-4.
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